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Abstract1

Contact tracing APPs have been recently advocated by many countries (e.g., the United2

Kingdom, Australia, etc.) as part of control measures on COVID-19. Controversies have3

been raised about their effectiveness in practice as it still remains unclear how they can be4

fully utilized to fuel the fight against COVID-19. In this article, we show that an abundance5

of information can be extracted from contact tracing for COVID-19 prevention and con-6

trol, providing the first data-driven evidence that supports the wide implementation of such7

APPs. Specifically, we construct a temporal contact graph that quantifies the daily contacts8

between infectious and susceptible individuals by exploiting a large volume of location re-9

lated data contributed by 10,527,737 smartphone users in Wuhan, China. Five time-varying10

indicators we introduce can accurately capture actual contact trends at individual and pop-11

ulation levels, demonstrating that travel restriction in Wuhan played an important role in12

containing COVID-19. We reveal a strong correlation (Pearson coefficient 0.929) between13

daily confirmed cases and daily total contacts, which can be utilized as a new and efficient14

way to evaluate and predict the evolving epidemic situation of COVID-19. Further, we find15

that there is a prominent distinction of contact behaviors between the infected and uninfected16

contacted individuals, and design an infection risk evaluation framework to identify infected17

ones. This can help narrow down the search of high risk contacted individuals for quaran-18

tine. Our results indicate that user involvement has an explicit impact on individual-level19

contact trend estimation while minor impact on situation evaluation, offering guidelines for20

governments to implement contact tracing APPs.21

COVID-19, caused by SARS-CoV-2, has quickly spread to most of the countries in the last22

four months, and was characterized as a pandemic by World Health Organization on 11 March,23

2020. As of 8 May, world-wide confirmed cases of COVID-19 has reached 3.77 million, among24

which about 259,593 patients died1. It has been overwhelming the medical systems of many coun-25

tries with large case counts and threatening to infect an extremely large population. Currently,26

many nations have been cooperating together to fight for such an unprecedented disease, and it is27

still too early to tell its disappearance.28

Recently, contact tracing APPs have been widely advocated as part of control measures on29

COVID-19 pandemic2, 3. The main idea is to exploit Bluetooth on smartphones to discover nearby30

devices held by users and identify the contacts with the infectious individuals. Google and Apple31

announced their collaboration on 10 April that aims to provide an operation-system-transparent32

APP for contact tracing4. Australia and Singapore have launched two APPs for contact tracing5, 6,33
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which have attracted 5.1millions and 1.4 millions smartphone users, respectively. The United34

Kingdom just released a trial on Isle of Wight7 and Germany is reported to deploy such type35

of APPs soon2. As the epidemic situation evolves, many more contact tracing APPs could be36

implemented in the future. Controversies8, 9, however, have been raised about their effectiveness37

on COVID-19 prevention and control since it still remains unclear how they can be fully utilized38

to fuel the fight against COVID-19.39

In this article, we take a pioneering and in-depth investigation into this issue and show that40

Figure 1: Temporal contact graph and schematics for its potential applications. An individ-

ual has four states: susceptible, contacted, infectious and confirmed. State susceptible turns to

contacted when an individual had at least one contact with infectious individuals. A contacted

individual may be infected or stay healthy. The state infectious changes to confirmed when con-

firmation is made. A confirmed case will be quarantined for treatment in China and no longer

infectious to others. a. Daily contact graph. b. The analysis for contact behaviors shows the distri-

butions of contact counts between infected and healthy contacted individuals. c. The personal risk

evaluation based on contact behaviors. d. Contact history and state of individuals. A circle denotes

an individual and different colors indicate different states.A dashed line means the state evolution

of a single individual in timeline. A solid curve between two individuals means a contact. e. The

correlation between normalized daily total contacts and daily confirmed cases.
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an abundance of information can be extracted from contact tracing for COVID-19 prevention and41

control. We construct a temporal contact graph (Fig. 1a and 1d) that quantifies the daily contacts42

between infectious and susceptible individuals by exploiting a large volume of location related data43

contributed by more than 10,527,737 smartphone users in Wuhan, China. We demonstrate that44

such a temporal contact graph has many applications, e.g., to estimate the individual-level contact45

trend, analyze the dynamic contact behavior (Fig. 1b), identify the potential infected contacted in-46

dividuals (Fig. 1c), estimate the possible number of confirmed cases in the near future (e.g., cases47

in the next week) (Fig. 1e), and assist the decision-making of control measures. This is different48

from previous studies which mainly focused on integrating mathematical models and available sta-49

tistical data of confirmed cases to characterize the transmission of epidemic diseases10–26, opening50

up a new perspective to understand the spread of COVID-19.51

Since contact tracing APPs are essentially based on crowdsourcing27, 28, their performance52

highly relies on the involvement of voluntary smartphone users. Due to potential privacy leak and53

cost incurred during crowdsourcing process, voluntary users are reluctant to participate and con-54

tribute their personal data at a fine-grained scale. It is, therefore, challenging to fully utilize sparse55

and noisy crowdsourced data of contact information from voluntary users to capture the intrinsic56

transmission characteristic of COVID-19. In this article, we introduce five time-varying indicators57

that are validated to have the capability of accurately capturing actual contact trends at individ-58

ual and population level in Wuhan, providing a data-driven evidence that the travel restriction in59

Wuhan significantly reduced the chance of susceptible individuals having contacts with the infec-60

tious and thus played an important role in containing COVID-19. We reveal a strong correlation61

(Pearson coefficient 0.929) between the number of daily confirmed cases and daily total contacts62

14 days ago, offering a promising way to evaluate and predict the evolving epidemic situation of63

COVID-19. We find that there is a prominent distinction of contact behaviors between the infected64

and uninfected contacted individuals, and design an infection risk evaluation framework to iden-65

tify infected ones. This can help narrow down high-risk contacted individuals for quarantine and66

greatly reduce the cost of random testing and clinical diagnosis. We also study the effect of user67

involvement on the effectiveness of contact tracing APPs, providing guidelines for governments to68

implement contact tracing APPs. Our results provide the first data-driven evidence that supports69

the wide implementation of contact tracing APPs.70
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Results71

Characteristics of Informative Indicators. Based on the contact history data provided by West-72

lake Institute for Data Intelligence, we build a contact model (see the Method section for more73

details) consisted of two types of the contacts: 1) building-level location-based contact (BLC),74

and 2) room-level anchor-based contact (RAC). Without loss of generality, we focus on the con-75

tact history data contributed by 10,527,737 smartphone users in Wuhan, China. Based on a set76

of 16,647 confirmed cases and the contact model we build, we identify 562,280 contacted indi-77

viduals, with which we are able to construct a temporal contact graph (consisting of 3.7 million78

contacts) between infectious and susceptible individuals. We introduce five informative indica-79

tors (t is a day index): 1) C(t), the daily total times of BLCs between infectious and contacted80

individuals; 2) K(t), the daily average times of BLCs for contacted individuals associating with81

Figure 2: Daily characteristics of building-level location-based contacts (BLCs). a. C(t), the

daily total times of BLCs between infectious and contacted individuals. b. K(t), the daily average

times of BLCs for contacted individuals associating with infectious individuals. L(t), the daily av-

erage times of BLCs for infectious individuals associating with contacted individuals. c. N(t), the

daily total number of contacted individuals who had encountered the infectious at least once. S(t),

the daily total number of infectious individuals who had encountered with contacted individuals at

least once. d. The distributions of the daily times of BLCs by all contacted individuals. e. The

distributions of the daily times of BLCs by all confirmed cases.
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infectious individuals; 3) L(t), the daily average times of BLCs for infectious individuals associ-82

ating with contacted individuals; 4) N(t), the daily total number of contacted individuals who had83

encountered the infectious at least once under BLC model, and 5) S(t), the daily total number of84

infectious individuals who had encountered with contacted individuals at least once under BLC85

model.86

The daily total contacts between infectious and susceptible individuals C(t) can reflect the87

daily overall transmission (Fig. 2a). We find that C(t) increased dramatically first from 1 to 1988

January due to the fast increasing infectious individuals, and then dropped after 20 January. As89

we know, the Chinese authority announced the outbreak of COVID-19 and confirmed its infection90

among people on 20 January, which explains the decline of C(t). Obviously, C(t) decreased91

sharply around 23 January when travel restriction was implemented in Wuhan, and tended to zero92

around 28 February. Similar evidence can be observed for indicators K(t) and L(t), while L(t)93

displays a more distinct fluctuation in the early January since the infected are not isolated, and they94

contacted susceptible as usual in the incubation period (Fig. 2b). Because the small proportion95

of the infected and the randomness of their movements, the two indicators were not not stable96

during 10 to 20 January. For example, they first dropped a bit from 10 to 12 January, which97

may be due to the mobility reduction caused by the sudden drop of temperature (Supplementary98

Fig. 5). The dynamic K(t) and L(t) accurately describe actual individual-level contact trend in99

Wuhan, providing a data-driven evidence that travel restriction in Wuhan significantly reduced the100

chance of a susceptible individual having contacts with the infectious individuals and thus played101

an important role in containing COVID-19.102

From a macroscopic view, N(t) and S(t) describe population-level contact trend in Wuhan103

(Fig. 2c). Notice that N(t) had a similar behavior as K(t) except a minor bouncing back after 23104

January, when the travel restriction was implemented in Wuhan. This is possibly due to the num-105

ber of confirmed cases quickly increased after 20 January and people in Wuhan could still move106

within the city (their mobility increased due to the approaching of Chinese New Year). Contacted107

individuals began to decline on 4 February and approached zero around 28 February. Compared108

to N(t), however, S(t) performs a different characteristic from the other four indicators. Initially,109

S(t) quickly increased with the number of confirmed cases as few of them are under quarantine.110

It began to drop on 20 January upon the official announcement and reached the local minimum111

on 23 January, after which it had a small duration of increase. It decreased again on 4 February112

and eventually approached to 0 around 28 February. The main reason is that the confirmed cases113

increased fast after 20 January and the chance of meeting a infectious individual remained high as114
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many of them were not hospitalized due to test capacity constraint.115

Fig. 2d shows the detailed distributions of the daily contacts, which all have power-law tails.116

From 1 to 20 January, specifically, the power exponent increased first and then decreased, having117

the same evolving pattern as K(t). From the perspective of the infectious, the distribution of daily118

contacts also follows a power-law distribution (Fig. 2e), and have a prominent long tail especially119

when the exponent coefficient is small before 23 January. The long tails indicate that there are120

some super active cases that had contact with hundreds of susceptible individuals. Identifying and121

quarantining them help mitigate the fast transmission. Therefore, K(t), L(t), C(t) (N(t) and S(t))122

characterize the spread of COVID-19 from dimensions of susceptible individuals, confirmed cases123

and overall contacts and is informative for COVID-19 prevention and control (see Supplementary124

Figs. 6, 7 for more analysis of RACs).125

A strong correlation between daily number of contacts and confirmed cases. The temporal126

contact graph shows the potential group of contacted individuals at high infection risk. Intuitively,127

more contacts between infectious and contacted individuals are likely to cause more confirmed128

cases in the future. Noticing that we have two types of contacts: RAC and BLC, we investigate the129

correlation between the daily total number of contacts C(t) and confirmed cases under these two130

types of contacts, respectively.131

The curves of daily total contacts under RAC and BLC, as well as the daily confirmed cases132

with log normalization (i.e., first we apply logarithm for the time series and then normalize it) in133

Wuhan are shown in Fig. 3a, from which we observe a prominent delay between them. By moving134

points in the time series of daily number of total confirmed cases ahead, these curves present more135

similar trends. To find the proper delay that results in the best similarity in trends between the136

curves of daily total contacts and confirmed cases, we alter the delays range from 10 to 20 days137

(see Supplementary Fig. 9 for more details). The experiments show that a 14-day delay results in138

the best Pearson correlation29 under both RAC and BLC models. This also implies that it takes an139

average duration of 14 days for a contacted individual to be confirmed after being infected.140

More specifically, the Pearson’s correlation achieves 0.9292 and 0.8016 (Fig. 3b and 3c)141

under the RAC and BLC model, respectively. Also, the results show that RAC model has a better142

performance in estimating the confirmed cases than BLC model does. This illustrates that the RAC143

model is more accurate to characterize an effective contact between an infectious and a susceptible144

individual, because: 1) BLC may categorize many passersby in building level as contacts who had145
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Figure 3: a. Historical time series of daily total number of contacts under RAC and BLC mod-

els, daily number of confirmed cases in Wuhan and daily number of confirmed cases with 14-day

delay. b. Correlation analysis between daily number of RAC contacts and daily number of con-

firmed cases. c. Correlation analysis between daily number of BLC contacts and daily number of

confirmed cases.

not actually had close contact with infectious individuals, 2) the chance of getting infected is higher146

between close relationships in indoor environments described by RAC. In summary, indicator C(t)147

determines the confirmed case counts in the near future, which provides a new way to evaluate and148

predict the epidemic situation of COVID-19.149

Individual-level infection risk evaluation by contact behavior discrimination. In a spreading150

process, contacted individuals have chance of being infected, or staying healthy. We proceed151

to study the contact behaviors between the infected and uninfected contacted individuals, based152

on which we can obtain an individual-level infection risk evaluation. We count the number of153
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contacts each contacted individual had with the infectious in recent twenty days, and calculate the154

probability p(k) that a contacted individual have k times of RACs. The probability distribution155

decays as a power-law (Fig. 4a), following p(k) ∝ k−γ . The average number of RACs equals to156

8.34 and the estimated γ = 1.66. We further study the contact behaviors for infected and uninfected157

contacted individuals, respectively. Again, power-law behaviors are found for both types, while158

the parameters are prominently different. The infected contacted individuals have a power-law159

distribution with an average < k >= 13.09 and an exponent γ = 1.21, while the uninfected160

contacted individuals have a power-law distribution with < k >= 8.17 and γ = 1.68 (Fig. 4b).161

Clearly, these two distributions are of significant differences in terms of the expectations and the162

power exponents: the infected contacted individuals have more RACs than uninfected contacted163

individuals and the distribution has a fatter tail. This indicates that there are an appreciable quantity164

of infected contacted individuals with a large amount of RACs (see Supplementary Fig. 8 for165

analysis of more contact behaviors).166

For the contact behavior under BLC model, similar characteristics are found. Specifically,167

the probability p(k) that a contacted individual has k times of BLCs with the infectious in recent168

twenty days also decays as power-law, with < k >= 5.39 and γ = 1.96 (Fig. 4c). Among all the169

contacted individuals, the infected ones have a power-law distribution with an average < k >=170

5.93 and an exponent γ = 1.86, while the uninfected ones with < k >= 5.38 and γ = 2.01 (Fig.171

4d). The contact behaviors between the infected and the uninfected contacted individuals are also172

differentiable. By comparing the results under both RACs and BLCs, we conclude that there is a173

clear contact behavior discrimination between infected and uninfected contacted individuals and174

the RAC model yields more prominent discrimination than the BLC model.175

Based on the contact behavior discrimination, we proceed to perform individual-level infec-176

tion risk evaluation for each contacted individual. We propose a risk evaluation method based on177

the Bayesian framework that calculates the posterior probability for any contacted individual being178

infected30. We first introduce a variable zj to represent the health state for contacted individual j,179

i.e., zj = 1 if j is infected and zj = 0 otherwise. Then, the infection risk for j is determined by the180

posterior probability P (zj = 1|Bj, Fj):181

P (zj = 1|Bj, Fj) =
P (Bj, Fj|zj = 1) · P (Zj = 1)

P (Bj, Fj)
, (1)

where Bj denotes contact counts under RAC and BLC model for j, and Fj denotes the individual182

feature, indicating the age, residence, and etc. (Fig. 4e). The term P (Bj, Fj|zj = 1) is the183

likelihood, and P (zj = 1) indicates the probability for any contacted individual j being infected a184
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prior, which is taken as a constant (see the Methods section for more details).185

Calculating the infection risk of every contacted individual, we vary the positive threshold186

from 0 to 1 and display the ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve. The ROC space is de-187

fined by plotting the false positive rate in x-axis and the true positive rate as y-axis, indicating188

the relative trade-offs between false positive (costs) and true positive (benefits) (Fig. 4f). Increas-189

ing the threshold results in fewer true positives and false positives. However, the true positive is190

larger than false positives, indicating the infection risk model is effective. Above an appropriate191

threshold, for example, we can find about 60% of the infected contacted individuals with 20% false192

report of the uninfected contacted individuals by using the contact and feature information. This193

can help narrow down high risk contacted individuals for quarantine in practice. Obviously, infor-194

Figure 4: Infection risk evaluation based on the Bayesian framework. a. The distribution of

the times of RACs with the infectious by all contacted individuals. b. The distributions of the

times of RACs with the infectious by infected and uninfected contacted individuals, respectively.

c. The distribution of the times of BLCs with the infectious by all contacted individuals. d.

The distributions of the times of BLCs with the infectious by infected and uninfected contacted

individuals, respectively. e. A Venn diagram describing the relationship between events and the

posterior probability. f. The ROC curves for the risk evaluation. Here the x-axis denotes the false

positive rate and the y-axis denotes the true positive rate, where a random guess gives a point along

the dashed diagonal line.
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mation of RACs, residence and work address provides a more accurate discrimination to identify195

the infected contacted individuals, while there is nearly no distinction by gender. The result con-196

firms to our behavior analysis between the two types of contacts and features, demonstrating that a197

more prominent discrimination yields a better performance to distinguish infected from uninfected198

contacted individuals.199

The impacts of user involvement on the contact tracing APP performance. Clearly, contact200

tracing APPs are based on crowdsouring. Individual smartphone users are voluntary to participate201

in the process and upload their contact information. Many governments are about to launch such202

APPs, however, it remains open to tell how their performance (e.g., estimating K(t) and L(t)203

and daily confirmed cases) is affected by user involvement, raising questions on whether such204

APPs can really work in practice. We study on this issue by taking into account two types of205

user involvement: user participation rate (the proportion of users using a tracing APP among the206

whole population) and data uploading rate (their data reporting frequency per day). To simulate207

user involvement, we randomly choose α% users as the voluntary users, and α% data items each208

participating user uploading per day, and evaluate the corresponding performance loss.209

We conduct extensive experiments by varying the values of α under the BLC model. At a210

specific α, we plot the statistical information such as median and variance of the time series of211

K(t), L(t) and total contacts C(t) for both scenarios of user participation rate and user upload212

rate with box plots. It is shown that, as α decreases, the statistical information decreases with the213

similar trend (Fig. 5a-5f). This is expected as reduction in either user participation rate or user214

upload rate decreases the chances of having contacts among users. To see if the reduction has215

influence on capturing the evolving trends, we calculate the Pearson correlation between the time216

series under α% and full (100%) participation rate/data upload rate case (Fig. 5g and 5h). We get217

the following observations. 1) Decreasing the user upload rate or participation rate results in the218

lower values of K(t), L(t) and C(t). 2) User participation rate and data upload rate have minor219

effects on the evaluation of evolving pattern of C(t). Note that C(t) is a population-level statistical220

indicator while K(t) and L(t) are individual-level statistical indicators. The above observations221

indicate that population-level indicators are more robust than individual-level indicators when user222

involvement changes. 3) K(t) is more sensitive to the change of user involvement α than L(t).223

This is because the number of susceptible individuals is much larger than that of the infectious. 4)224

User participation rate exerts higher influence on the three indicators than user upload rate does225

according to Fig. 5g and Fig. 5h. Therefore, we should encourage more user participation to obtain226

a better performance in practice. Considering their privacy and cost concerns, it would be a good227
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Figure 5: Performance of different user involvement under BLC model. a-c. Three box plots

show the distribution change of K(t), L(t), and daily number of total contacts Vs. different user

update rates under BLC model. d-f. Three box plots show the distribution change of K(t), L(t),

and daily number of total contacts Vs. different user participation rates under BLC model. g-h.

The Pearson correlation Vs. different user upload rates and user participation rates under BLC

model, respectively.

strategy to allow voluntary smartphone users having a relatively low data upload rate. We have the228

similar analysis for RAC model (See Supplementary Fig. 10 for more details).229
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Discussions230

Since the emergence of COVID-19, researchers has proposed many mathematical models to char-231

acterize the transmission of COVID-1910–13, 31. These previous studies provided analytical models232

to understand the transmission of COVID-19. As the contact tracing APPs are advocated by many233

countries, it rises the pressing issue how to fully utilize such a new approach to contain COVID-19.234

Here, we provide the first collection of results that accurately characterize the evolving epidemic235

situation of COVID-19 by exploiting the temporal contact graph obtained from tracing data. Our236

approach offers a new data-driven approach to evaluate and predict the evolving epidemic situa-237

tion of COVID-19. Clearly, our data-driven approach and the traditional model based approach are238

complementary to characterize the transmission of COVID-19.239

As only few contact tracing APPs have been implemented recently, the contact tracing data240

is still unavailable. Their performance on COVID-19 prevention and control can not be directly241

evaluated. Here, we leverage a large amount of location related data contributed by 10,527,737242

voluntary users to study such an issue. We show that we can obtain a good performance in estimat-243

ing and evaluating the epidemic situation even when user participation rate and data upload rate are244

low. We also demonstrate that user participation rate has a bigger impact than data upload rate on245

the individual-level contact estimation such as K(t) and L(t). Our results can provide guidelines246

for governments to practically deploy contact tracing APPs.247
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Methods248

Method I: The Contact Model The crowdsourced data are contributed by 10,527,737 voluntary249

users in Wuhan, China and collected by crowdsourcing platforms of our industry partners. The250

smartphone users are voluntary to upload their located related information when they are using251

LBS. To protect the privacy, privacy protection mechanisms such as perturbation and pseudonymi-252

sation are adopted during data collection. There are two types of location related information: 1)253

building-level location-based information including POI, GPS, geomagnetic, etc., which is pro-254

jected into a meshed area of about 450 m2 , and 2) room-level anchor-based information including255

WiFi access point, Bluetooth, UWB anchor, etc., which indicates an indoor area of about 100 m2.256

All the crowdsourced data are provided with timestamps (see Supplementary Figs. 1-4 for more257

details).258

The confirmed cases from 18 January to 28 February, 2020, serve as the sources of the259

infection. Recent results indicated that transmission can be happened both before and after the260

symptom onset, known as pre-symptomatic transmission and symptomatic transmission. Taking261

into account of both types of transmission, we set the potential infectious duration of a confirmed262

case to be twenty days. This means that a confirmed case is regarded as infectious individual in263

the last twenty days upon confirmation, after which he/she is no longer considered as sources of264

infection since they are under quarantine for treatment.265

The contact model is built on the available crowdsourced data. As smartphone users report266

data in a very low and irregular frequency, the contributed data are typically sparse time series.267

We would miss many contacts if we only count those explicit ones that two smartphone users268

are reporting identical information within a small time interval (e.g., less than five minutes). For269

the location-based information, considering the data sparsity, we relax the time criteria to two270

hours. Different from location-based information, the anchor-based information indicates a more271

intimate relationship (e.g., workmates, close friends or family members) and a longer stay period.272

Apparently, users reporting the same anchor-based information have a high chance to have much273

more close contacts though their report may not be synchronized. Therefore, we define a contact274

when the identical anchor-based information is reported by two users within the last twenty days.275

Summarizing, the contact model consists of two types of contacts: 1) building-level location-276

based contact (BLC), i.e., a contact occurs when two users report identical meshed area within 2277

hours interval, 2) room-level anchor-based contact (RAC), i.e., a contact exists when identical278
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anchor information is reported by two users within the last twenty days regardless of their report279

timestamps. By using the above contact model, we identify 562,280 susceptible individuals having280

contacts with 16,647 infectious individuals who turn to confirmed cases at last. The temporal281

contact graph is constructed based on the contacts between infectious and susceptible individuals,282

and is used in all the analysis in this article.283

Method II: Bayesian Framework We calculate the posterior probability P (Z|B,F ) under the284

Bayesian framework, where we denote the behavior events by B and denote the feature events285

by F . Specifically, b
(u)
j indicates the times of contact u for any contacted individual j, and f

(v)
j286

indicated the category of feature v for j. To measure the infection risk of a contacted individual j,287

we employ the Bayesian formula288

P (zj = 1|Bj,Fj) =
P (Bj,Fj|zj = 1) · P (zj = 1)

P (Bj,Fj)
. (2)

The term P (Bj, Fj|zj = 1) is called the likelihood, indicating the distributions of behaviors and289

features for any infected individual j. Assuming the behaviors and features are independent32, we290

have291

P (Bj,Fj|zj = 1) =
∏

u

P (B
(u)
j |zj = 1) ·

∏

v

P (F
(v)
j |zj = 1). (3)

Since we have found that the probabilities for various contacts follow power-law distributions, i.e.,292

P (b
(u)
j = k|zj = 1) = c(u) · k−γ(u)

, k = 1, 2, · · · , (4)

where coefficient c(u) is the normalizing constant, satisfying293

c(u) =
1∫∞

k=1
k−γ(u)

dk
= γ − 1, γ > 1. (5)

We next try to compute the values of c and γ by maximum likelihood estimate33. Supposing294

we have N infected samples b1, b2, · · · , bN , we obtain the likelihood function295

l(γ) = lnP (B|γ) = ln
N∏

j=1

(γ − 1) · b−γ
j = (−γ) ·

N∑

j=1

ln bj +N · ln(γ − 1). (6)

Then,296

∂l(γ)

∂γ
= −

N∑

j=1

ln bj +N ·
1

γ − 1
. (7)
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Holding
∂l(γ)
∂γ

= 0, we can obtain297

γ̂ = 1 +
N

∑N

j=1 ln bj
. (8)

As P (F
(v)
j |zj = 1) indicates the features for any infected individual j such as gender or age, we298

assume the distributions are multinomial, i.e.,299

P (f
(u)
j = k|zj = 1) = Q(u)(k). (9)

Specifically, supposing we have M infected samples f1, f2, · · · , fM , the multinomial distribution300

Q(k) is estimated by301

Q̂(k) =
1{fj=k}

M
. (10)

Notice that there is difference between the behaviors of the infected contacted individuals and the302

uninfected contacted individuals. We thus denote the estimations from the infected samples by γ̂
(u)
I303

for behavior u and Q̂
(v)
I for feature v, while we denote the estimations from the uninfected samples304

by γ̂
(u)
U for behavior u and Q̂

(v)
U for feature v. Substituting Eq. (8) and Eq. (10) into Eq. (2), we305

can calculate the posterior probability306

P (zj = 1|Bj,Fj)

=

∏
u(γ̂

(u)
I − 1) · b

−γ̂
(u)
I

j ·
∏

v Q̂
(v)
I (f

(v)
j ) · ρ

∏
u(γ̂

(u)
I − 1) · b

−γ̂
(u)
I

j ·
∏

v Q̂
(v)
I (f

(v)
j ) · ρ+

∏
u(γ̂

(u)
U − 1) · b

−γ̂
(u)
U

j ·
∏

v Q̂
(v)
U (f

(v)
j ) · (1− ρ)

,

(11)

where ρ can be obtained by the proportion of the infectious among the population.307

Data availability The temporal contact graphs and other key statistical information used in all the308

analyses will be made available upon publication.309
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Figures

Figure 1

Temporal contact graph and schematics for its potential applications. An individual has four states:
susceptible, contacted, infectious and con�rmed. State susceptible turns to contacted when an individual
had at least one contact with infectious individuals. A contacted individual may be infected or stay
healthy. The state infectious changes to con�rmed when con�rmation is made. A con�rmed case will be
quarantined for treatment in China and no longer infectious to others. a. Daily contact graph. b. The
analysis for contact behaviors shows the distributions of contact counts between infected and healthy
contacted individuals. c. The personal risk evaluation based on contact behaviors. d. Contact history and
state of individuals. A circle denotes an individual and different colors indicate different states.A dashed
line means the state evolution of a single individual in timeline. A solid curve between two individuals
means a contact. e. The correlation between normalized daily total contacts and daily con�rmed cases.



Figure 2

Daily characteristics of building-level location-based contacts (BLCs). a. C(t), the daily total times of BLCs
between infectious and contacted individuals. b. K(t), the daily average times of BLCs for contacted
individuals associating with infectious individuals. L(t), the daily average times of BLCs for infectious
individuals associating with contacted individuals. c. N(t), the daily total number of contacted individuals
who had encountered the infectious at least once. S(t), the daily total number of infectious individuals
who had encountered with contacted individuals at least once. d. The distributions of the daily times of
BLCs by all contacted individuals. e. The distributions of the daily times of BLCs by all con�rmed cases.



Figure 3

a. Historical time series of daily total number of contacts under RAC and BLC models, daily number of
con�rmed cases in Wuhan and daily number of con�rmed cases with 14-day delay. b. Correlation
analysis between daily number of RAC contacts and daily number of con�rmed cases. c. Correlation
analysis between daily number of BLC contacts and daily number of con�rmed cases.



Figure 4

Infection risk evaluation based on the Bayesian framework. a. The distribution of the times of RACs with
the infectious by all contacted individuals. b. The distributions of the times of RACs with the infectious by
infected and uninfected contacted individuals, respectively. c. The distribution of the times of BLCs with
the infectious by all contacted individuals. d. The distributions of the times of BLCs with the infectious by
infected and uninfected contacted individuals, respectively. e. A Venn diagram describing the relationship
between events and the posterior probability. f. The ROC curves for the risk evaluation. Here the x-axis
denotes the false positive rate and the y-axis denotes the true positive rate, where a random guess gives a
point along the dashed diagonal line.



Figure 5

Performance of different user involvement under BLC model. a-c. Three box plots show the distribution
change of K(t), L(t), and daily number of total contacts Vs. different user update rates under BLC model.
d-f. Three box plots show the distribution change of K(t), L(t), and daily number of total contacts Vs.
different user participation rates under BLC model. g-h. The Pearson correlation Vs. different user upload
rates and user participation rates under BLC model, respectively.
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